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21st Edition

IPA Justice Contact Update
- February 2022

Fresh Energy for a New Year
Presentation People around the world begin 2022 with reflections,

remembrances, and responses to the critical challenges of our times.

The IPA Core Group: Sr. Ann Marie Quinn, Executive Director (top left); Dr. Despoina Afroditi Milaki, NGO
Representative at the UN (top left); Mr. Christopher D. Zefting, Programme Action Leader (bottom)
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A Note from the
Executive Director

 

Dear Companions on the Journey, 
 
In this part of the world February 1st marks a ‘crossroads’ halfway between the
winter solstice and the spring equinox.  A crossroads can be a good place to stop and
refuel for the journey onward and outwards. We can do this in no better company
than that of St, Brigid, one of Ireland’s patron saints whose feast day is on this day.
 This courageous woman of conviction and action was always breaking new ground. 

Christopher, whom you have met already as incoming IPA Programme Action
Leader, is breaking new ground with this 22nd edition of IPA Justice Contacts
Update.  We have already welcomed Christopher, and we hope that his work in IPA
will be fruitful and satisfying.  

It is a time of challenge and a time of hope. We have lived together through this time
of the pandemic, which is not over, but hopefully beginning to - or will soon begin to
- wane in all our contexts. The Pandemic has radically changed us, our lives are very
different now. For one thing, we have learned at a new level how deeply
interconnected we are, as humanity and within the entire natural world.    We have
found ways to communicate with each other via zoom and emails, as we continue to
‘Build forward Together’ at both grassroots and United Nations (UN) levels.  

We continue to implement our IPA Priority areas: honouring the dignity and rights
of women and children, planet earth, and indigenous and tribal people, all
intersecting with our UN Advocacy focus “The Elimination of Violence Against
Women and Children."

This month we will gather as the IPA Core Team with you as Justice Contacts at a
mid-way point of our Education and Action 2020-2022 Strategy to learn from our
experience of implementing the strategy to date, and plan on how we are called to
respond in 2022.

February is also an important month for NGO s at the United Nations (UN) as
shared by Despoina in this edition.

Every Blessings,

Ann Marie 
______________
Ann Marie Quinn 
Executive Director – IPA   

A Word from the
Programme Action Leader

 

To the Presentation People:
 
It is an honor to be joining IPA as the new Programme Action Leader. In part, my
role is to help share stories of the sacred ministry performed by this community
every day. In coordination with the Executive Director and the UN Representative, I
will do my utmost to ensure that your vision of a peaceful world, inspired by an
example set by Nano Nagle, resounds throughout your local ministries and
throughout our global community.

Since having joined IPA, I have been welcomed with sincerity and warmth; virtues
which are reflected in the faithful service of each and every member of the
Presentation community worldwide. I have been truly inspired by the commitment
to human rights and sustainable development espoused by this community.
Together, I hope we can further elevate the voices of all Presentation People and
that their deeds will lead by example on crucial global initiatives, such as the
Sustainable Development Goals.

I come to IPA from an academic and professional background deeply rooted in
faith-based service, and am eager to put my experience to work to meet the goals of
this organization. I am also an avid gardener, green thumb, and self-proclaimed
whiz in the kitchen. Please feel free to stop by for dinner!

It is my aim to be a strong communicator, a reliable resource, and an enthusiastic
supporter of the IPA community and the individuals who make up the whole. If I
may be of service, do not hesitate to reach out to me at
ipaprogactionleader@gmail.com.

May we be of benefit to the world,

Christopher D. Zefting
Programme Action Leader
 

Please follow us on Facebook @InternationalPresenationAssociation and on Twitter @IPA_UN.

An Update from the
UN Representative

 

New York, February 2022
 

Dear friends,        
                 
The 60th session of the Commission for Social Development (CSocD60) will take
place largely online from 7 to 16 February 2022 at the United Nations Headquarters
in New York. The Commission is the advisory body responsible for the social
development pillar of global development. The Economic and Social Council
decided that the priority theme for the 60th session of the UN Commission for Social
Development would be “Inclusive and resilient recovery from COVID-19
for sustainable livelihoods, well-being and dignity for all: eradicating
poverty and hunger in all its forms and dimensions to achieve the 2030
Agenda.”

Here are the links for the High-Level Panel Discussions during CSocD60:

Priority Theme on “Inclusive and resilient recovery from COVID-19 for
sustainable livelihoods, well-being and dignity for all: eradicating poverty and
hunger in all its forms and dimensions to achieve the 2030 Agenda”, Monday,
7 February 2022, 3:00 – 5:00pm, virtual meeting
 
Ministerial Forum on “Strengthening multilateralism to deliver well-being
and dignity for all by addressing food insecurity and the eradication of
poverty, including through the promotion of sustainable food
systems” Tuesday 8 February 2022, 10:00am – 12:00pm, virtual meeting
 
Emerging issues on “National policies and measures implemented by Member
States to combat hunger and poverty in times of the coronavirus disease
(COVID-19) pandemic and beyond: Challenges to getting on track towards the
full implementation of the 2030 Agenda”, Wednesday, 9 February 2022,
10:00am – 12:00pm, virtual meeting
 
Interactive dialogue with senior officials of the UN Systems on the priority
theme, Wednesday, 9 February 2022, 3:00 – 5:00 pm, virtual meeting
 
Multi-stakeholder Forum on the priority theme, Thursday, 10 February 2022,
10:00am – 12:00pm, virtual meeting 

You can watch LIVE the CSocD60 through UN WebTV at http://webtv.un.org/ in all
six United Nations’ official languages. 

The NGO Committee for Social Development (NGOCSocD), in which the IPA is an
active member (I am a member of the Executive Committee, the co-chair of the
Advocacy subcommittee, and a member of the Grassroots Task Force), follows and
echoes the work of the UN Commission, amplifies the voices of those left behind and
highlights local examples of resilience and solidarity.

During the UN Commission for Social Development, the NGO Committee is
dedicated to raising awareness on the Priority Theme and bringing the voices,
experiences, and recommendations from the grassroots. In this context, we host the
annual Civil Society Forum, with the support of The Friedrich Ebert Stiftung and
UNDESA. 

The 5 events forming the virtual Civil Society Forum 2022 are: 
 
1. Orientation event on Friday Feb 4th, 830am to 930am EST; You can register here.
 
2. Networking event on Friday Feb 4th, 10am to 11am EST; You can register here.
 
3. CSF Panel 1:   Setting the Stage: A Global Overview on Poverty, Human Dignity
and Well-being, on Wednesday Feb 9th, 830am to 930am EST; You can register
here.
 
4. CSF Panel 2: Transitioning from Talk to Action: Towards a Hunger-free, Green,
and Just Society. on Friday Feb 11th, 830am to 930am EST; You can register here.
 
5. NGO Collaboration session, on Friday Feb 11th, 10am to 11am EST; You can
register here.

Last week and the week before, I shared with you through e-mails, the relevant NGO
Committee’s flyers where you can also click upon and register and which you can
circulate with your local communities. For your own convenience, you can also visit
the NGOCSocD website (https://ngosocdev.org/csf-2022/) and check all the
relevant info, concept notes, speakers’ bios and registration links for each of the 5
Civil Society Forum sessions.
 
The Civil Society Declaration (click here to sign) has been shared with our NGO
Committee members, as well as with the wider NGO networks that each of our
members have around the globe. All signatures received by NGOs and individuals
around the world will be shared with Governments and the United Nations at the
opening of the 60th session of the Commission for Social Development on February
7th, 2022. This year we have also sent a call for action to sign the Civil Society
Declaration through videos in 7 different languages. As part of our social media
campaign, these videos have been shared across our social media channels, along
with the link to the declaration. We also have daily posts on Twitter, Facebook,
Instagram and LinkedIn with which we share our calls to action, along with certain
advocacy items.
 
Apart from our everyday meetings with UNDESA, we have had, so far, virtual
mission visits with 11 UN Member States sharing our work and mission, along with
the four key priority areas of our advocacy.
 
In early January as the co-chair of the NGOCSocD Advocacy Subcommittee I shared
with you a major win of our advocacy: the UN Secretary-General’s report (a basis for
deliberations during the Commission) on the theme of CSocD60 had multiple
references to the content we have sent and asked for during our deliberations with
UNDESA; Notably the full para 34 that is a direct and clear summary of the
document we sent on dignity: 

The policy recommendations at the end of the SG report are excellent. Our push for
content was definitely reflected in this report. This is a proof that We Can influence
the content in UN documents!! Now let’s hope that our main ideas will be reflected
in the draft resolution too and that Member States will not take them off during
negotiations!

The IPA has been further engaged in other NGOCSocD projects for the CSocD60 in
February, like the Grassroots Task Force event on “Food Insecurity: Youth
from the grassroots speak out in the context of COVID-19 crisis”, taking
place on Wednesday, February 16, 2022 (10:00 am - 11:30 am EST). The
registration link is here and the Save the Date flyer can be found here. More
information to come within the next few days, along with the final flyer/programme
of the event.

We continue to work together to find solutions to the challenges of our times and
extend the benefits of sustainable development… for all!
 
 
Stay safe everyone!!
 
Respectfully,
 
Dr. Despoina Afroditi Milaki
IPA NGO Representative at the UN

Voices from the Grassroots
 

CCT-J Kicks Off the New Year

The early days of the new year were welcomed by the first meeting of the
Congregational Coordinating Team for Justice (CCT-J), which met on 15 January
2022. This body, which is responsible for networking with and supporting the IPA
Justice Contacts in the Union of Presentation Sisters, is currently served by Brian O’
Toole (Justice Contact for Ireland & England),  Sr. Annatollia Muzata (Justice
Contact for Zambia & Zimbabwe), Sr. Jancy Selvaraj (Justice Contact for Thailand),
and Sr. Maureen O’ Connell (Justice Contact representing the CCT-J). The CCT-J
was first appointed in 2015 by the Congregational Leadership Team (CLT) for the
Union of Presentation Sisters and the current team have been working together
since 2018. 

The Union of Presentation Sisters itself encompasses Presentation People located
across Europe, Asia, Africa, Canada, North and South America: this
includes Zambia & Zimbabwe, Newfoundland & Labrador, England, India North, 
India South, Ireland North East (the mission area of Slovakia falls under both of the
Irish Units), Ireland South West, Latin America, New Zealand, Pakistan, Philippines
(the mission area in Thailand falls under this Unit), and the United States. This vast
geographical spread and diversity of Presentation People speaks to the crucial need
for the work of the CCT-J in coordinating and orienting the various Justice Contacts
in these regions. 

Several new faces were seen around the (virtual) table which required introductions,
including  Rupa Charles (Justice Contact for Slovakia), Maurice Lange (Justice
Contact for USA), Shumaila Barkat (Justice Contact for Pakistan), and Christopher
Zefting (IPA Programme Action Leader).

As a spark for contemplative dialogue, Brian O' Toole introduced a power point
reflection condensed from the participants’ responses to the following questions: 
     
 - How are you at present – in yourself personally and in your ministry?
 - Looking to the future – what are your concerns and your hopes?
 
Brian's work and the sincere contributions of all the Justice Contacts culminated in
a moving piece, complete with music and song, color and movement, which
captured the contemplative mood of all those present. This reflection was followed
by break-out rooms for 20 minutes of small-group sharing, which further brought
about insights such as the simultaneous reality of good news and bad news, globally,
and that all Presentation People today are the living legacy of the  ‘leader of the
band,' foundress Nano Nagle. 

IPA Priority Focus Action Groups

IPA Priority Focus Group 3 - which serves IPA's commitment to honor and advance
the rights of Indigenous and Tribal People - met on January 21th 2022 for the first
time in the new year. The Group welcomed Pat Cane, a U.S. Friend of Nano and the
founder and executive director of Capacitar International, a non-profit
organisation and network connected across forty-five countries on five continents,
working with people in places of war, violence, poverty and disaster, in solidarity
with people trying to promote justice, reconciliation and peace in their
communities. 

Pat Cane explained her involvement with Capacitar and its international mission of
empowerment and solidarity ‘to heal ourselves and our world’ - through teaching
body-based practices that empower people to use their inner wisdom to heal and
transform themselves, to heal injustice and build peace in their families and
communities. Pat cited some examples of the work they have done with traumatized
victims and survivors in New York after 9-11, after earthquakes, hurricanes and
tsunamis, with victims of political violence, in conflict situations e.g in Columbia, Sri
Lanka, Northern Ireland, Rwanda, Israel and Palestine, with refugees and people in
detention centres, with survivors of domestic abuse, with young women under the
Taliban who are unable to continue their education, with those suffering life-
threatening diseases and more recently, supporting young climate activists at COP
26 in Glasgow, who are concerned about the future of the planet.

Pat's example of profound service and life-long engagement stands as an inspiration
to Presentation People worldwide, as efforts are expanded to further honor and
advance the rights of Indigenous and Tribal People.   The Group acknowledged the
need for specific and concrete actions with recognizable impact in order to fulfill
this commitment of the IPA.  Gemma Thomson in Australia has identified and
contacted some people who are willing to share with us about their involvement
with Indigenous/Tribal People in their country and Sr. Maureen O' Connell will be
taking the lead on this outreach. 

IPA Priority Focus Group 2 –  “to honor and advance the rights of Earth” - met
on  January 27th 2022, in order to share crucial updates from the network and
coordinate ongoing efforts by the Group, Justice Contacts, and Presentation People
more broadly. Members of Group 2 shared  diverse  updates on their engagement
with the environment, ranging from a webinar on Regenerative Agriculture to a
regional reflection on the Sustainable Development Goals and Laudato Si. 

Much of the forward-looking conversation was devoted to the collaboration between
and among IPA Priority Focus Groups. Group 2 brainstormed ways for the
different focus groups to present what they are doing, learning, and sharing, in an
effort to scale-up local efforts and replicate best practices. And, in the follow-up
from COP26, immediate efforts must be made  to approach COP27 in clever and
creative ways, as to maximize the impact of Presentation People and their values on
the outcomes of this major collaboration. 

IPA Priority Focus Group 1 - which serves IPA's commitment to honor and advance
the rights of Women and Children - received its initial update of the year from Chair
Gemma Thomson, on the 24th January 2022. In collaboration with the chairs of the
two other two Priority Focus Groups (Brian O’Toole and  Maureen O’Connell),
Gemma met and discussed the progress of these respective groups, as well as some
suggestions for a way forward towards the IPA Assembly in 2023.

One outcome of this meeting was  the notion that  each of the focus groups might
benefit from putting together a prayer resource for one of the UN Day’s that falls
within its focus (e.g., one of the UN Days to do with Women and Children such as
International Women’s Day on March 8). The intention is that this resource could
be shared via the respective networks and utilised in local settings worldwide.

Group 1 has committed to meeting via Zoom in late February, following the  IPA
Strategy Review Meetings on either 17 February or 22 February 22, 2022. Critical
information from these upcoming meetings will be found in the future Justice
Contact Update. 

More Upcoming Dates
 

- International Day of Zero Tolerance to Female Genital Mutilation (6 February)

- UN Commission for Social Development (7 - 16 February 2022).

- NGO Committee for Social Development Civil Society Forum (4th, 9th and 11th
of February 2022)

- International Day of Women and Girls in Science (11 February)

- World Day of Social Justice (20 February)
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